23 MAY 84  1400 LEVEL
STARTED OUT TO SHOVEL MUD IN THE
EAST VEIN DRIFT. THE ROCKER DUMP CAR
derailed when I tried to pull it out
of a siding. Dutch Wulffers was
injured while helping me rerail it.
I took over his job - baby sitting a
welder who was repairing 1380 U.C.P.
crib. Helped Steve Yanecko load some
misfires in 1540 U.C.P. Got some
small blue spinels and a pyroxene
XL specimen near 1380 chute.

24 MAY 84  DDH 473  1200 LEVEL
SET UP THE DRILL AND DRILLED 35'. All
white cuttings. Set up rod puller.
Sliker told me that Metsger is now
advising against mining the ore I am
drilling for. Too dangerous, he says.
25 May 84  DDH 473  1060 X CUT  1200 LEVEL
DRILLED FROM 35' TO 75'. 35 TO 39
WHITE ROCK; 39-75 GREEN ROCK. GOT
SOME MICROS FROM 1020 STOPE. WEST VEIN
F/W AT NORTH END OF STOPE. RUSHMAN
FIRE A DRIFT ROUND IN 1380 PILLAR ON
1200 LEVEL. THEY ARE STARTING TO MINE
IT FROM THE TOP DOWN. LOTS OF
HOLDENITE WAS ONCE FOUND AT THE SPOT
WHERE HE FIRED.

29 May 84  JURY DUTY

30 May 84  DDH 473
DRILLED 75' TO 100'. ALL GREEN ROCK. VERY
HARD. HAD ANOTHER HOUR OF ANNUAL
SAFETY TRAINING AT 7 AM. CHECKED OUT
1380 T SP 1200 LEVEL. GOT TWO MEDIOCRE
HOLDENITE SPECIMENS. GOT ANOTHER
HEULANDITE FROM 1060 X CUT.
31 MAY 84 DDH 473 1060 X/CUT 1200 LEVEL
DRILLED 100’ TO 125. 100 TO 118 GREEN ROCK; 118 - 120 FRANKLINITE ZONE; 120 - 125 ORE? (NEEDS LAMP TEST).

1 JUN 84 DDH 473
DRILLED 125’ TO 152. 125 TO 145.5 WAS FRANKLINITE ZONE; 145.5 TO 152 WHITE ROCK (NOT H/W TYPE). GOT SOME BLUE FL. MICRO CARBONATE YLS FROM A VEINLET IN 1060 X/CUT NEAR THE E/V DRIFT.

4 JUN 84 DDH 473
DRILLED 152’ TO 180. 152’ TO 169 PYROXENE ZONE; 169 TO 173 LOW ORE; 173 TO 179.5 ORE W/ZINCITE; 179.5 TO 180 WHITE ROCK.

5 JUN 84 DDH 473
DRILLED 10’ OF WHITE ROCK. MANY BIT PLUGS. HAD TO STOP AND TAKE OVER AS CAGEMAN. GOT SOME ALLACTITES FROM 1380 TSP 1200 LEVEL. BROUGHT HOME AN OLD STYLE 4 SIDED DRILL STEEL. I FOUND IT IN 900 X/CUT ON 1400 LEVEL.
6 Jun 84 DDH 473 1000 x CUT 1200 LEV.
DRILLED FROM 190 TO 203. ALL WHITE
ROCK. HIT WATER AT 202. IT STOPPED
ME FROM DRILLING ANY FARTHER. STARTED
MOVING TO NEXT SET UP. AT 1300
U.C.P. HANGING WALL RAISE.

7 Jun 84 DDH 474 1300 x CUT 1200 LEV.
MOVED DRILL TO NEW LOCATION AND
SET UP. DRILLED PILOT HOLE AND
REAMED TO 2". RE-INSTALLED FILL AND
WATER PIPES WHICH I HAD TO DISCONNECT
AT THE LAST DRILL SITE.

8 Jun 84 #1 SOUTH 1850 LEVEL
WORKED ON FILL CREW. WE FINISHED FILL
JOB ON #1 SOUTH. GOT SOME NICE QUARTZ
XLS FROM THE FOOTWALL. WENT TO 1020
STOPE TO FILL THE EAST BRANCH. HAD TO
STOP TO FIX POOR BURLAP JOB ON A FILL
FENCE. STARTED AGAIN AFTER LUNCH AND
PLUGGED AFTER 15 MINUTES. SPENT THE
REST OF THE DAY CLEARING FILL PIPES.
11 Jun 84 DDH 474 1300 Xcut 1200 Level
Installed valve pipe and grouted. Went to 1570 E. Stope after lunch and moved drill, hoses, steels, and wire rope off the muck pile. Got some small holdenites from 1380 TSP.

12 Jun 84 935 Stope 430 Level
Changed over in am. Scaled loose and bolted in 935. 14 bolts. Went to the surface at noon for first aid training.

13 Jun 84 1540 U.C.P. 1400 Level
Fill prep. Hung slusher bucket on footwall. Moved slusher to the west side of the crib. Put up six rings of crib.

14 Jun 84 DDH 474
Drilled from zero to 40 feet. All rock. Found a batch of apatite xls in 1300 Xcut. Very poor fluorescence. Found molybdenite too, with powellite. Will have to grout the hole. Hit some cracks.
19 Jun 84  1020  Stope  1200 Level
Loaded a round of up-holes in the West Vein. 12 bags ANFO. Fired after everyone else went up.

20 Jun 84  DDH 474  1320 N, Sect. 1200 Lev.
Helped stow a 300 bag shipment of ANFO in the Powder Magazine. Drilled the grout out of the hole. Had to ream to 38 feet. Drilled from 40' to 50'. All white cuttings. The cracks seem to be sealed.

21 Jun 84  DDH 474
Drilled from 50' to 100. All white rock. Set up the Jackleg in 1200 Xcut and drilled short holes near Xtal pockets. Wedged off a few pieces. Looked at 1020 Stope. Found an open slip covered with calcite & quartz XLS. Dip is vertical; strike East-West.
22 Jun 84  DDH 474  1200 Level
Drilled from 100' to 140. 100 to 119.5
White Rock; 119.5 to 133 Green Rock;
133 to 140 White Rock. Got more xtals
from the gniess zone in 1200 Xcut.
Chiselled off some holdenite from
1380 TSP.

25 Jun 84  DDH 474
Cored from 140 to 166. Looks like
ore - needs blacklight test. Only
got two feet of core out of the
first ten feet. The hole
was following the strike of a
slip. Got more holdenite from
1380 TSP and more xtals from
1200 Xcut. Used HCl on one piece
and exposed a beautiful pocket of
actinolite.

26 Jun 84  Jury Duty

27 Jun 84  1540 U.C.P.  1400 Level
1540 was just filled, started setting
up to mine.
28 Jun 84  1560 U.C.P.  1600 Level
Worked with Roy Russman. Bolted in a bad ground area. It was high bolting, also complicated by being close to 1600 level. Holes have to be angled towards the ribs to have enough ground for a six foot bolt. Got a willemite XTL and some zincite micros.

29 Jun 84  DDH 474  1200 Level
Cored from 166' to 185'. All white rock. Terrible ground for coring. Frequent bit plugs. Got an actinolite specimen from 1200 Xcut.

16 Jul 84  1020 St.  1200 Level
Helped Francisco. Scaled and bolted. 10 bolts. Drilled and fired two strips. 75 lbs. ANFO. The air compressors were off for an hour due to lightning.

17 Jul 84  Jury Duty
18 JUL 84  10:20  STOPE  1200 LEVEL
SCALED AND BOLTED IN THE WESTVEIN.
BOLTED IN THE F/W DRIFT WHERE
A HUGE PIECE OF MARBLE HAD FALLEN
LAST NIGHT, FIRED A STRIP IN THE
STOPE AND BLOCKHOLES IN THE F/W
DRIFT.

19 JUL 84  F/W DRIFT  1200 LEVEL
SCALED AND BOLTED. 30 BOLTS.

20 JUL 84  F/W DRIFT  1200 LEVEL
SCALED AND BOLTED. 24 BOLTS.
TRAMMED 9 CARS FROM 1020 CHUTES ON
1300 LEVEL. GOT A 1380 U.C.P. WILLEMITE
RHODONITE FROM THE CACHE. GOT A
STENCH ALARM AT 2:30 PM. FIRE DRILL.

23 JUL 84  CAGE MAN
24 JUL 84  "
25 JUL 84  "
26 JUL 84  "
27 JUL 84  " CARRIED OUT A
              LARGE CHUNK OF RED & GREEN FROM 1570 E.
30 Jul 84  1020 X - CUT  430 LEVEL
WORKED WITH J. MANCIK. WE SLUSHED OUT MUCK FROM THE LAST DRIFT ROUND.
THE MUCK WENT DOWN THE RAISE TO A SCRAM DRIFT 40' ABOVE 600 LEVEL. WE
REFIRED 3 BOOT HOLES. WE COVERED THE RAISE, SET UP THE DRILL AND I HELPED
JOE GET STARTED. I WENT DOWN TO THE SCRAM TO SLUSH. THE TAIL ROPE WAS UNDER
TEN FEET OF MUCK. CUT AND RETIED IT. HAD TO UNTANGLE A MESS IN THE TAIL DRUM.

31 Jul 84  Jury Duty

1 Aug 84  DDH 474 1200 LEVEL
CORED FROM 185 TO 205. ALL WHITE ROCK. CHECKED OUT 1300 UCP.
SAW SOME WILLEMITE XLS IN A SERPENTINE VEIN. XLS TO ONE INCH.
NO LUCK IN GETTING ANY.
2 Aug 84 DDH 474 1200 Level
Cored from 205 to 219, all white rock. The drill is running very slow. The core is breaking up and causing bit plugs.

3 Aug 84 Cageman

6 Aug 84 DDH 474 1200 Level
Cored to 230', all white rock. Turned machine 20° north. Drilled pilot hole and reamed. (DDH 475)

7 Aug 84 DDH 475 1200 Level
Installed valve pipe and grouted. Went to #1 South on 1850 level to bring fill hoses and telephone out to the station. Took them up to 1600 Lev.

8 Aug 84 935 Stope 430 Level
Scaled and bolted 20 bolts. Looked at a previous diamond drill site. It got buried by a fill run from 1000 stope.
9 Aug 84  DDH 475  1200 Level
changed #3 over in am. cleaned grout out of air valve and drilled 40'.
zero to 10 white. 10 - 18 green, 18 - 40 white. Hit some cracks which
will have to be grouted.

10 Aug 84  DDH 475  1200 Level
Drilled ten feet. White rock.
Grouted hole to seal cracks. 1 bag,
worked in 1020 stope after lunch.
Set up a slusher. It will be used
To knock down the muck pile in the
north end of the west vein. Got a
Strange vein specimen and a piece of
Sphalerite.

13 Aug 84  1020 X Cut  430 Level
Worked with Jim Bednar. We drilled
and fired a 7' drift round. Got some
Pieces of a possible arsenenate,
Pete called 16 Sep 84 to say it is an unknown
Close to Wallkill Deilitew. Called again Oct 1st
to say it is arsenious siderite, #503
14 Aug 84  Jury Duty  Last Week

15 Aug 84  Strike

28 Aug 84  1020 Stope  1200 Level
            Transferred Powder Shipment To
            Magazine Until 9:30 AM. Moved Tools
            In 1020 and Mucked Out North End,
            South End to be Fired Soon.

29 Aug 84  1540 U.C.P.  1400 Level
            Scaled and Bolted. Jakrel and I
            Both Ran a Drill, Total of 48 Bolts.
            Got a Retzian That Somebody Had Left
            In The Lunch Room. Smoking Has Been
            Prohibited Due To High Radon.

30 Aug 84  1540 U.C.P.  1400 Level
            Scaled and Bolted. 44 Total Bolts.

31 Aug 84  1540 U.C.P.  1400 Level
            Scaled and Bolted. 35 Total Bolts.
            Had To Help Vreeland and Farley Try
            To Open The Bottom Of The Old Safety
Exit Raise. Doing this will hopefully improve ventilation on 1200 Level.
Voted on the New Contract again.

4 Sep 84  Mine Rescue Training.
Went down the old shaft from 340 level to 1850 level. We were looking for open holes which might allow air to escape from the shaft. Did monthly checks on the McCaas. The contract was accepted this time. We all wore holes in our boots sliding down the rails and got new ones gratis.

5 Sep 84  DDH 475  1200 Level
Cleaned cement out of tools and set up the drill site. Had to ream 45'. Drilled from 50' to 64'. White Rock.

6 Sep 84  DDH 475
Drilled from 64' to 120'. All white rock, scaled loose in 1300 Scram. Got an erythrite.
7 SEP 84  1300 U.C.P.  Below 1200
Scaled and bolted. 5 bolts. Drilled and fired strips on both ribs. Slushed. Found some unimpressive micros.

10 SEP 84  1300 U.C.P.
Muck bound. I trammed on 1300 level 15 cars.
While Bob slushed, scaled and bolted, drilled and fired a strip on the north rib. Picked up two 1350 U.C.P. Kraisssites from a stash on 1300. Chiselled some pieces off the 1200 lev. Yeatmannite location.

11 SEP 84  1300 U.C.P.
Scaled and bolted. Trammed on 1300 level. 30 cars.

12 SEP 84  1300 U.C.P.
Trammed on 1300 level. 42 cars. Had to share the motor with the trammer from 1020 stope. Scaled loose in 1340 Xcut. Saw epidote veins. No keepers.
13 SEP 84 1300 U.C.P. 1300 LEVEL
TRAMMED ON 1300 LEVEL, 53 CARS. HAD TO
SHARE THE MOTOR WITH 1020 STOPE. GOT
SOME PIECES OF A LENSL OF MIXED
SULFIDES OUT OF 1300 CHUTE.

14 SEP 84 DDH 475 1200 LEVEL
HELPED BOB W. SET UP TO DRILL A
STRIP IN 1300 U.C.P. STARTED ON
DDH 475 AFTER BREAK. DRILLED FROM
120' TO 150. GREEN ROCK 135 TO 138,
HELPED CLEAR A PLUGGED FILL LINE.

17 SEP 84 DDH 475
DRILLED FROM 150 TO 160. PYROXENE ZONE.
HAD TO HELP WILLIAMSON SPIEL FILL IN
THE SOUTH RIB OF 1300 U.C.P. GOT AN
ALLEGHANYITE SPECIMEN FROM 1020 STOPE.

18 SEP 84 DDH 475
DRILLED 160 - 171. 160 - 165 LEAN PYROXENE.
165 - 171 COARSE PYROXENE, HIT 1400 RAISE
AT 171. WORKED IN 1300 U.C.P. AFTER
LUNCH. GOT SOME AMPHIBOLES FROM 1400 RAISE.
19 SEP 84 1300 U.C.P. 1200 LEVEL
FINISHED SPIELING JOB ON SOUTH RIB. SLUSHED OUT ALL MUCK THAT WAS LEFT. WEST OF THE CRIB. MOVED SLUSHER TO THE WEST SIDE OF THE CRIB. TRAMMED 8 CARS ON 1300 LEVEL.

20 SEP 84 1300 U.C.P.
SET UP SLUSHER. MOVED ALL TOOLS BEHIND THE SLUSHER. SCRAPED MUCK OFF THE TOP OF THE PILE TO EXPOSE THE RIBS. BOLTED THE RIBS. 13 BOLTS.

21 SEP 84 DDH 475 1100 & 1200 LEV.
WORKED IN 1400 RAISE TRYING TO DEVISE A WAY TO DRILL PAST THE RAISE.

2 OCT 84 1300 LEVEL
D. FRANCISCO JUST DROVE A SHORT DRIFT FROM 1580 XCUT TO THE OLD 1540 SAFETY EXIT. IT IS SUPPOSED TO IMPROVE VENTILATION ON 1300 LEVEL. WE CLEANED UP TODAY ON 1300 AND 1400. FOUND AN OLD DRILL STEEL ON 1400.
3 OCT 84  DDH 475  1200 LEVEL
TRIED TO COLLAR THE HOLE IN THE
HANGING WALL OF 1400 RAISE, HAD NO
AIR OR WATER DUE TO 1020 STOPE COMING
THRU THE LEVEL. HAD TO LAY OUT LONG-
AIR AND WATER HOSES. WOUND UP WITH
INSUFFICIENT WATER PRESSURE.

4 OCT 84  DDH 475
USED A STOPER TO MAKE A DEPRESSION IN
THE HANGING WALL OF THE RAISE SO THE
DIAMOND BIT COULD BE COLLARED. HOOKED
THE WATER PIPE ON 1200 UP TO DDH 471.
NEEDED THE EXTRA PRESSURE. DRILLED 5'
177' TO 182' PYKOXENE ZONE.

5 OCT 84  DDH 475,
MOVED 100 BAGS OF ANFO OUT OF THE
POWDER MAGAZINE. SUSPECTED AS DEFECTIVE.
NEW STOWED 229 BAGS. PREPARED THE PILOT HOLE
IN 1400 RAISE, INSTALLED VALVE PIPES AND
GROUTED IT.
8 Oct 84  DDH 475  1200 Level
CLEANED GROUT OUT OF VALVE PIPE IN 1400 RAISE. INSTALLED VALVE. REAMED THE HOLE IN THE F/W AND CUT A 2" PIPE TO GO FROM THE VALVE TO THE F/W. REPLACED A BROKEN AIR HOSE IN 1300 SCRAM DRIFT. DRILLED 3' OF GREEN ROCK.

9 Oct 84  Cage Man

10 Oct 84  DDH 475
DRILLED FROM 185' TO 211'. 185 TO 187 GREEN ROCK, 187-195 ORE, 195 TO 211 WHITE ROCK. DRILLED SOME HOLES IN 1200 X CUT AND WEDGED OUT SOME MICROS.
11 Oct 84 1570 E, Stop 1200 Level
Was assigned to work with Norm Farley on a chute for #1 South on
1850 Level. We changed over and then
my orders were changed. Jim Jarrel
stayed home so I had to go to 1570 E.
Drilled a strip in the north end. 130'.
GOT MORE MICRO XLS FROM 1200 X-CUT.

12 Oct 84 #1 South Chute 1850 Level
Norm Farley and I mixed cement and
poured a pad for a chute. After
Lunch we went to 500 Level. Slushed
fill in the 1100 Pillar. Got some
banded sphalerite from #1 South.

15 Oct 84 DDH 476 1200 Level
Same azimuth as DDH 474. 4 + 10°.
Reset drill and drilled pilot hole.
Reamed to 2 1/2". Installed valve pipe and
grouted. Recovered 3" valve from
1400 raise. It was slightly damaged so
I sent it up to the shop. Got a calcsilicate
piece from 1400 raise.
16 OCT 84  1920 CRUSHER
Ran the crusher on 1920 level. Got a sphalerite from #1 South and a water needle wrench (for a "53").

17 OCT 84  DDH 476  1200 LEVEL
Cleaned cement out of the 1" valve and valve pipe. Drilled to 45'. 13' to 16' green rock, the rest was white. Set up grouting gear for tomorrow. Got more actinolite from 1200 x cut.

18 OCT 84  DDH 476
Grouted hole to seal cracks in the rock. Got together tools and ties for a track job thru the old 1520 stope on 1200 level. This will make the east vein accessible so I can get a big grout pump to the holes I drilled in 1060 x cut.

A nice slip of mordenite got some good pieces. Found out about 1:00 and went.